FAQ regarding Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 – 25 July 2014
Due to the tragic incident of flight MH17 from Malaysia Airlines we understand that you
might have questions or would like to share your concerns. Via this document we share
our answers to the most frequently asked questions. If your question or concern is not
addressed in this list, we advise you to contact the dedicated phone number (+31 (0)70
3487770) or the website of Malaysia Airlines for further information.

What is KLM’s response on the tragic incident?
KLM is deeply saddened to learn of the incident involving Malaysia Airlines flight MH17
from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur. Our thoughts go out to all family and friends of
passengers and crew aboard the flight. We have immediately rendered our condolences
to Malaysia Airlines and KLM supports Malaysian Airlines with the care and assistance to
the next of kin.
Is there an emergency number?
There are dedicated phone numbers of the Dutch government (+31 (0)70 3487770) and
Malaysia Airlines (+603 878 71276). You can find additional information on the website
of Malaysia Airlines (www.malaysiaairlines.com/mh17). All assistance and questions can
be addressed via these phone numbers.
Is KLM still flying over East Ukrainian territory?
No, immediately after the first announcement of the incident of MH17, KLM stopped
flying over Ukraine territory.

Why did KLM fly over this route, while some other airlines were avoiding the
region?
There were no restrictions on the operated flights. Air traffic control authority and other
authorities who regulate airspace and/or give information about the safety decide if
airspace is open for flight operations. From that information followed that this route was
safe. KLM never violates directions of air traffic control authority.
How does KLM decide whether an area is safe or not?
Safety of our customers and crew is always our main concern. KLM is continuously
monitoring the safety situation on all routes real time. KLM obtains information from
various sources, including the authorities, like the Air Traffic Controls, the International
Air Transport Association (IATA) and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).
Was flight MH17 a codeshare flight and what exactly is codeshare?
This was a codeshare flight. In a partnership airlines can attach their own flight number
or code to each other’s services (KL4103 was a codeshare to flight MH17). This enables
one airline to offer their own passengers seats on scheduled services of the other airline
operating the flight and vice versa. KLM has been partnered with Malaysia Airlines since
1998.
Do the flight numbers MH17 and KLM4103 still exist?
Flight MH17 changed to flight MH19 from 25th July. Also flight number KL4103 changed
to KL4123 from 25th July.
How many passengers were on board, and what were their nationalities?
All available details of flight MH17 can be found on the website of Malaysia Airlines, the
operating airline (www.malaysiaairlines.com/mh17).
What is KLM’s rebooking policy if you want to change your travel plans because
of the MH17 incident?
If you would like to change your travel plans we advise you to contact our reservations
department who can help finding a personal solution.
Has KLM made arrangements to take care of the next of kin at Schiphol?
Malaysia Airlines arranges for the care and assistance of the next of kin. Immediately
after the incident, KLM offered support to Malaysia Airlines. Volunteers from KLMs Care &
Assist team assist with the support for the next of kin.
What financial consequences will this have for KLM?
Our main concern and our thoughts go out to the family and friends of passengers and
crew who were aboard the aircraft.

